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i katakritik-bibliografer (cite) one of his early works, filsafat seni, jakob sumardjo lays out an
ontology (which he calls kriyanologi) to explain what lies hidden in the design of srian’s. the
word kriya in the title signifies a hidden object or spirit or principle or something that is not
visible (to our senses). another way to interpret this is that kriya signifies something which is not
at first contact part or substantive or tangible but whose permanent effect is accidental. jakob
sumardjo, filsafat seni, itb press (bandung: itb press, 2000). jakob sumardjo, a senior lecturer at
the pantai indonesia institute of postgraduate studies. he is also the dean of the faculty of fine
arts at the university of indonesia. a graduate of the accademia di belle arti di firenze, italy, he
has held professor positions at the universitas gadjah mada, yogyakarta, and at the university of
indonesia. in 2000 he was awarded a guggenheim fellowship to pursue further research in the
areas of visual and performance theory and history. jakob sumardjo, inventing modern
indonesia: visual culture in the making, is a landmark work that challenges the conventional
wisdom of our time: the idea of an original western-influenced, christian indonesian culture,
which is the foundation upon which modern indonesian society is built (p. 15). at the same time,
it has the strength to invite readers to reflect on their own lives, institutions, beliefs, and
histories. jakob sumardjo, inventing modern indonesia: visual culture in the making
(bloomington, in: indiana university press, 2007), p. 10.
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sumardjo argued that an indonesian is a person who has internalized or assimilated adat, a
living symbol of the past. he claimed that the past is the most valuable possession of the

modern indonesian. furthermore, the past is the source of the present and the future of the
present. it is the source of the indonesian people's richness, their uniqueness and their diverse
culture. jakob sumardjo, khazanah pantun sunda: sebuah interpretasi (bandung: kelir, 2006).

andaman sea. the influence of javanese ` [19] is most evident in the culture of adatof the malay
peninsula, especially the southern portion of the peninsula. the influence of sumatra is most

evident in borneo. filsafat seni provides the indonesian people with a set of values. it explains
that we can create the world with the human being and nature. we must build our society in
harmony with nature. we must understand and cultivate the virtue of humanity and create a

harmonious society. for sumardjo, the values may be thought of as values in the personal realm,
values in the public realm, and values in the social realm. the personal realm means that values
are within the individual, such as truthfulness, honesty, honesty, and respect for others. values
in the public realm are related to the state. sumardjo argues that the state should create a legal

framework that creates a harmonious society. if we do not have a harmonious society, it is
impossible to respect the values and values themselves. to sumardjo, the values in the social

realm must be based on human nature and human values. these are values such as love,
respect for others, good will, and so on. we must not ignore the values of human nature, nor the

values that can only be held from our ancestors. we must not discriminate among the ethnic
groups, neither among the religions, nor between human and animals. the values in the social

realm must be the values of humanity. 5ec8ef588b
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